
 

 

 
 

MEETING SUMMARY FOR 
Tuesday, August 15, 2017  

6:00 pm to 8:00 p.m. at the Family Investment Center  

600C Ridley Circle, Newport News, VA 23607 

 

MEETING PURPOSE  

To map out Critical Community Investments in the Marshall-Early Choice Neighborhood, identify 

collaborations between these investments, and discuss the implement-ability and financing of each 

investment.  

 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT  

Sean Clark, Zach Elder, Sheila McAllister, Christine Mignogna, Eoghan Miller, Joanne Palmeira, Vernon 

Porter, Marc Rodgers, Shaun Stroble, Ernest Thompson, and Tenille Wade. 

 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS ABSENT  

Robert Alley, Lawrence Atkins, Michael Brown, Brian Chenault, Josephine Clark, BJ Fox, A’na Grace, 

Donald Greathouse, Ephrain Harris, Curtis Harris, Kenneth Hundley, Crystal Hunt, Felicia Jeter, Kaleah 

Jones, Kenneth Lay, Robert Lee, Eric Mansfield, Christina Myers, Eric Randall, James Scanlon, Andy 

Stein, Ritta Twiggs, and LaTonya Wallace.  

 

OTHERS PRESENT  

Garrett Morgan  

 

—PRESENTATION MATERIALS ARE ATTACHED TO THIS DOCUMENT— 

1.0 Welcome    
Mr. Morgan welcomed attendees and outlined the meeting agenda. 

 CNI Updates 

 Neighborhood Vision Exercise  

 Critical Community Investments Deep-Dive Exercise 

 Next Steps 

 Questions? 
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2.0 CNI Updates  
Mr. Morgan provided an update on the CNI status including task force and committee meetings, early 

action activities, and upcoming community events.  

3.0 Neighborhood Vision Statement  
 

At the July 18th meeting, Neighborhood Task Force members went around the room with each person 

saying one word or phrase that they would like to be in the neighborhood vision statement. Members 

agreed to have planning staff develop multiple vision statements for the task force to discuss and decide 

upon at the August meeting. Three optional vision statements developed directly from task force 

recommendations were provided for review. The task force decided to delay the discussion of the vision 

statement until the regularly scheduled September meeting because there were not enough neighborhood 

or Ridley place residents present 

 

Option 1:  

The Marshall-Ridley Choice Neighborhood is a thriving, safe, and empowered neighborhood of choice. It 

has economic opportunities, parks, a range of housing options, and access to the water that make it a 

desirable place to live. The neighborhood’s supportive environment honors its heritage while moving 

forward by providing access to essential services, including schools, retail, and healthcare, as well as 

entertainment opportunities for all residents and visitors.  

 

Option 2:  

The Marshall-Ridley Neighborhood is a resilient community that builds on its culturally rich history to 

provide support for local businesses, housing options for all residents, and essential services like 

healthcare, job training, and high quality schools. The neighborhoods lively streets will place the needs of 

pedestrians and cyclists over those of fast-moving vehicle traffic and link residents, customers, and visitors 

with the waterfront, businesses, and entertainment venues.  

 

Option 3:  

The Marshall-Ridley Neighborhood is a thriving, socially and economically diverse neighborhood of choice 

grounded in history, stewardship, and pride. The neighborhood provides access to high quality services, a 

variety of housing options, and safe, walkable parks and streets. The neighborhood is a place residents are 

proud to call home and one that the region recognizes as vibrant, inclusive, and forward-thinking.  

4.0 Critical Community Investments Deep-Dive 

 

The task force took a deeper dive into and mapped out the list of Critical Community Investments prioritized 

at earlier task force meetings. Mr. Morgan walked through the priorities and members discussed potential 

locations and focus areas for each as well as ways that the investments could work together to have a 

greater combined impact. All decisions were based on the results of the community and neighborhood 

surveys as well as the work of the Neighborhood Task Force to date.  
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1. Additional Lighting in the Neighborhood 

 

The task force identified several areas to target initial lighting improvements including neighborhood 

streets, Ivy Avenue, and Jefferson Avenue. The task force identified two groups of neighborhood streets to 

start. The first was from 33rd Street and 29th Street between Madison Avenue and Marshall Avenue. The 

second was identified from 21st Street and 16th Street between Madison and Marshall.  

 

Members agreed that the Engineering Department were the best partner to spearhead the lighting efforts 

as they have an existing relationship with Virginia Power who owns and maintains many of the light fixtures 

in the choice neighborhood. The Engineering Department conducts annual lighting assessments and will 

develop a process to notifying Virginia Power that specific fixtures need to be repaired or replaced.  

 

2. Free Public Wi-Fi Locations – Phase 1 

  

Members identified target areas for the first phase of free public Wi-Fi stations in the CNI to provide 

residents, businesses, and visitors access to the internet in areas of high activity. As a specific model of Wi-

Fi booster station has not been decided upon, it is too early to know the distance that the boosters could 

reach from a base location, but the task force identified four locations that should be considered for initial 

stations. These include: 25th Street and Jefferson Avenue, Brooks Crossing, 16th Street and Jefferson 

Avenue, and 12th Street and Jefferson Avenue.  

 

3. Gateway Elements  

  

Members agreed that gateway elements should be focused on after other major projects have been 

completed. They felt that starting with gateways early on did not make sense as they would mark the 

entrance to a neighborhood without a wow factor or other attractions. However, the task force did identify 

gateways at 25th and Jefferson Avenue, 14th Street and Terminal Boulevard and or 14th Street and 

Jefferson Avenue.  

 

4. Creating Mixed-Used Development Hubs 

  

The task force focused their attention the intersection of 12th Street and Jefferson Avenue. They wanted to 

pull investment deeper into the community in addition to the activity happening around Brooks Crossing. 

The task force suggested combining multiple elements at one location to support the seafood industrial 

park, provide opportunities for local residents, and attract visitors from outside the neighborhood. The hub 

should include a community kitchen, café space, open air seafood market, free public Wi-Fi station, and 

green infrastructure elements.  

 

5. Single Family Residential Stabilization and Improvement Program  
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With the same intention of pulling investment deeper in the community, the task force recommended 

targeting the entirety of Ivy Avenue, from 20th Street down to the water. The task force recommended 

concentrating multiple city and non-profit initiatives on the street in order to see an immediate visual impact 

on the neighborhood while also engaging with residents that may not be involved in the CNI process itself. 

The initiatives discussed were: façade improvement grants, weatherization programs, stabilization 

initiatives, codes enforcement, street clean-ups, and a Habitat for Humanity home repair blitz.  

 

6. Seafood Market & Community Kitchen 

 

The task force recommended focusing development at 12th Street and Jefferson Avenue. They placed a 

specific emphasis on projects that highlight and enhance the neighborhood’s seafood heritage and 

industrial park. The task force recommended building a semi-enclosed, covered seafood market with 

electricity, running water, restrooms, lighting, and secure storage for local vendors based on successful 

examples of seafood markets in Detroit and Washington D.C.  

 

The task force also recommended having a structure attached to seafood market that would house 

community kitchen, a café staffed and owned by locals, free public Wi-Fi. The community kitchen would 

allow neighborhood residents who have at-home catering businesses the opportunity to expand their 

operations while also serving as revenue generating rental space for the city. A café would also provide the 

opportunity for residents to sell the food they created at the community kitchen as well as provide a needed 

relaxing space and coffee spot for neighborhood residents as well as employees at the Seafood Industrial 

Park. The entire structure and seafood market would also have free public Wi-Fi for customers and users of 

the facility.  

 

7. Environmental Remediation and Green Infrastructure 

  

The task force recommended focusing on what they felt was one of the most visible infrastructure 

challenges in the community, the drainage ditch on the North West corner of the 12Th Street and Jefferson 

Avenue. The ditch is an eyesore. The fence that runs over the ditch is in a state of critical disrepair. Further 

task force members mentioned that the Southeast CARE Coalition has been sampling the water there and 

found elevated chemical levels. The Seafood Industrial Park manager has also mentioned that the harbor 

has a trash problem, especially with run off from the surrounding area. By improving installing green 

infrastructure elements around this drainage ditch would provide environmental, economic, and aesthetic 

benefits to the intersection and neighborhood at large. The land is currently under private ownership. The 

task force recommended that, if possible, the City and its partners work with the current owners on these 

improvements.   

 

8. Development of Bates Drive into Accessible  

 

The task force encouraged the development of Bates Drive, a paper street that runs from 16th Street in the 

North to 6th Street in the South between NNRHA properties and industrial facilities on Jefferson Avenue, as 
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a way to increase connectivity to King-Lincoln Park and provide a safe, well-lit, and maintained 

neighborhood path. The housing task force is working on a design that could jump start the development of 

the path. The task force will evaluate preliminary design options at their next meeting.  

 

9. Complete Streets Treatment along Ivy Avenue  

 

The task force recommended implementing a variety of complete streets strategies on Ivy Avenue from 18th 

Street to the waterfront. While the task force still agreed that solutions are needed to address the 

perception of speeding and danger for pedestrians and cyclists on the one-way couplets of 25th and 26th 

Streets and 27th and 28th Streets in the CNI, they decided that Ivy Avenue would be a better place to start 

due to its proximity to Ridley Place, lower traffic volume, wide street width, and it’s potential impact on the 

neighborhood.  

 

10. Playground and Recreation Center  

  

The task force recommended including playground amenities in the housing plan as well as exploring 

opportunities for building a large recreation center, similar to that in Denbigh, in the neighborhood based on 

the results of the community survey.

 

5.0 Next Steps   

 

The next task force meeting will be Tuesday, September 19th from 6 to 8 pm at Jim’s Local Market.  

 

MARSHALL-RIDLEY CHOICE NEIGHBORHOOD 


